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brainflea n. Useless information sent via brain/web interface, primarily concerned with marketing. 2019 Oct 12 Glade Dunning Cyberspeak [posting
on think-the-stream] http://www.thinkthestream.com/blog/2056/10/12:
Braintwitters started arriving at Podmarket Promos on Saturday afternoon. I
was the first to get a complaint, but we were all getting them soon enough.
Seemed our latest brainflea had sunk its teeth and wasn’t letting go—a particularly viral promo Quimbly dreamed up for BellyBurners that projected itself
into the upper right occipital quadrant beneath the eyelid, making it distracting
to anyone’s vision and ensuring there was no way you were going to blink that
one out of your eye. 2019 Nov 1 javinflav on Scooberwatch http://scooberwatch.com/2054/brainflea-promoz-newzshizzle/#comment-19837: Even with
the case of EDs (Extra-invasive Data) like what Podmarket is putting out, the
problem with brainfleas is that they’re essentially just a retinal base without
any deeper ocular invasiveness. If brainfleas can’t create a deeper neural probe
to leave some sort of ocular trace, you’re just going to have people dumping
these QBF’s from their memory [unlike Nerve-Ending-Strings that cling to
spinal-receptors, check out Wildgirlz NES#1a-5]. That’s a lot of eye-space lost
for a single brainflea getting squashed in a blink.
mush v. [“Just Mush the Bitch,” song by American Musician, G-Spot] 1. Heterosexual intercourse where the female has her face pressed firmly against a
surface (usually floor) in a forceful manner. 2016 Feb 1 G-Spot http://www.
songlyrics/mushthebitch_0985.php: If your girl is acting the slut, just mush the
bitch, just mush the bitch/and if the young thing starts acting up, just mush
that shit, yeah must that shit/I want to see those panties drop/I want to see that
cherry pop/as I mush your shit, yeah mush that shit. 2016 Feb 24 Late Night
with Dymon Shields (transcript): Dymon Shields: “I think we all want to know:
just what is mushing?” G-Spot: “Psh, I’ll mush you right now [laughter]. Seriously? Well, mushing is when you take your girl and put her face down, you
know, against the carpeting or her mom’s old ratty bathroom tiles. Psh. You
know you been mushing when you can count the tiles on her face when she get
up [laughter].” 2016 March 14 Tommy Tanzotti MTV Spring Break Unchained
with Tommy Tanzotti (transcript) “Wassup-wassup? Ohhhh yeah, we down here
chillin’ with the hottest females in Cabo. Yo, what’s your name?”/ “Sarah.”/
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Orange blossom, orange-blossom n. [THRRADS 4.b. ‘a special-purpose
high-explosive bomb of incredible damage’ 2016] Large and powerful conventional bomb dropped from PICA [PlayCube-Interactive-Controlled Aircraft] 2017 Oct 15 Tim Penicaud Military Journal VII <<http://globalsecurity.org/military/mil-0475-usmco.html>> TACTICAL SUPPORT FOR
AREA “PRAYING MANTIS” The KLMT-8 bomb, which scorches targets
with a burst of white phosphorous powder burning at 6700C, was released
for use against Turkey. The bomb, also known as an orange-blossom, is able to
“liquidate largely populated areas.” From an aerial view each bomb creates a
large white star-like pattern that resembles the flower. 2017 Aug 1 Sgt. Marcus
Wicker ArmySpeak: “You try telling my guys we’re in a financial squeeze. Men
who served with me were affected by orange blossoms, and we’re getting this
for our service? I don’t know what Washington’s thinking but it’s damn clear
we’ve been cut off from medical coverage thanks to it [The Wartime Recuperation Act].” 2018 Oct 17 Don Roberts Entertainment Weekly, Filming of the
comedy, Duty Calls, came to an unexpected halt in the capital city of Ankara
yesterday when an orange-blossom exploded a little too close for comfort. The
reverberations ruffled even the cool-headed indie director, who stood in cargo
shorts while dialing in a call to local officials. “Sometimes you just hope they
remember we’re filming here,” he commented to reporters.
tog, TOG, togging [therapy on the go, therapy+jog] v. also n. The practice of
relying upon ITPs (Inner-Ear® Therapy Programs) while in a public space, often
in the company of others or during social interaction (eating, walking, while in
conversation). 2018 March 20 Abercrombie Jones Modern Business: Inner-Ear
and AT&T’s recent merger means good news for stockholders and even better
news for customers. Reports show a twelve percent increase of Inner-Ear surgery since the merger went public, and already airports and restaurants are filled
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“And where you from?”/ “I’m from Ohio. I go to Oberlin.”/ “I bet you do a
lot of mushing at Oberlin.”/ “I sure do.”/ “Why don’t you put your face on the
ground and show us how you mush it. Yeah, that’s it. Mush it, baby, mush
it.” 2. To embarrass someone publically through domination or degradation,
often in business. 2016 June 18 Larry Spence Business Week “When it comes to
foreclosing, a lot of us will refer to it as mushing. At the office it’s not difficult
to hear a quote like, ‘You should’ve seen how I mushed the Johnsons today, had
the husband face down, wife crying.’”
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with the sound of patrons togging aloud in between IT support and mojitos.
[¶] Yet, while many users attest to the value of togging, continual wireless therapy does not necessarily equate with balanced lives. Jeff McCarthy, Professor
of Social-Cybernetics at Johns Hopkins, notes, “A lot of togging can actually
lead to a form of social myopia. We’ve seen these people: the mother togging
on parenting while her children are crying, the date who excuses himself to tog
romance tips. I think we’re going to see an overall increase of chronic togging
in the near future.”
–ger (togger) n. A person who relies upon ITPs while in public. 2018 Feb
1 Ms. Kathy McGee Kathy’sFunPage http://www.kathysfunpage.com/21994:
Well, I’m sure all of you are as fed up as me with togging. Yesterday, once again
(!), I almost started another conversation with one of these toggers—a real cutie
too, in a Sacchi & Tucchi Kevlar helmet. I heard him say, “I have a lot of trouble
knowing how to speak to women.” So I turned to him and said, “You can just
say hello,” but he wasn’t paying any attention to me; togging away as usual.
Ugh! When are we going to get some men who don’t need therapy 24/7!? 2019
Tyler Studs Dec 20 The Guardian (London): Good news for anyone suffering
from togging-fatigue: the latest is www.toggerhealing.com, an online social network where chronic toggers can connect with other toggers to receive therapeutic support from a virtual togging community.
urban outfitting v. To use discarded materials in order to increase the safety
of a military uniform (see Trash-Fitting “ATNW” AS 80[2056]: 311-12) 2018
Nov 1 Mitsubishi Mikado The Philadelphia Reporter: Republican Senator Ed
Brendell voiced his objection to the Geary Bill, stating that the $187 million
proposed for phosphorous-protective clothing would be better used on an increase of orange blossoms and other military equipment. “There’s no need
to upgrade protective equipment,” Brendell said. “These guys [soldiers] know
how to use the materials they’ve got to protect themselves. They call it urban
outfitting.” 2019 Jan 4 obituaries Columbus Informer: The family of Sgt. David
Brown, 19, of Gahanna, learned that he was killed Wednesday when an undetonated orange-blossom was used against US forces outside of Istanbul. His parents claim the death could have been prevented. “You can’t expect urban outfitting to protect our children against the type of bombs they’re using over there,”
his father said. 2. n. Civilian clothing which has been altered by adding protective equipment used by police or military. 2019 May 4 HipHopJunkyz: G-Spot
most surely got the most style—what with his latest urban outfitting. Those of
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wink, wink-ing, Wink v. [from Winker: social-networking Brain/Web interface site created in 2020 by MIT student Jeremiah Jones, originally called
Socialwinker] To include or exclude people in your field of vision/hearing by
use of Winker’s Blue-Eye® technology. 2020 Dec 1 Axe Brockman StudentSpeak Harvard University Press: “We use it at parties, you know, to find out
where our friends be at. You turn on Winker and suddenly everyone shuts up
and disappears so I can hear my bros.” Like many students across American
campuses, Zack has been winking-in people who share his interests. “It’s a
good way to meet people,” he says. “Like let’s say I want to meet a girl that likes
to mush—bam—as long as she put that in their profile, I see her.” [¶] While
critics claim winking is an anti-social act, isolating users into a narrow range
of preferences, many students believe it helps them save time and emotional
space, allowing them to wink people out of their vision who it would previously have taken weeks to discover were incompatible. Traci Hall says it has
helped her eliminate unwanted ogling. “A lot of guys check me out and, before
Winker, I’d have to walk to class and see every guy looking at me. Now I just
wink in the type of guy I want, and all the others become blur-bodies.” 2021
Nov 23 Nicholas Wobido Atlanta Constitution 1M (LexisNexis): Intended for
sex offenders, Winker’s use of red-lining anyone with a criminal record raises a
number of ethical issues. Take the case of Joshua Martin whose misdemeanor
for ripping InnerEar® downloads earned him four years as a red-body. “Anyone
who’s winking sees my red-line and crosses the street,” Matin reports, claiming
he lives in virtual isolation thanks to Winker.
WMDMA n. [after WMD (Weapons of Mass Destruction) + MDMA (see
Ecstasy)]: Methamphetamines shaped/named after weapons of mass destruction. 2018 Nov 1 Levi Matthews The Oregonian [Portland, OR]: This week’s
police raid on a Burnside Avenue apartment turned up a collection of KLMT-8
bomb-shaped ecstasy pills. In addition there were over one hundred baggies
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you who caught his DeathStarGangsta tour saw him wearing his M.O.L.L.E. II
Bulletproof Carrier Vest and Green Phantom Combat goggles (avail. at www.
downtoparty.com). 2019 August 14 Sandy Sheener V Women’s Style: Sacchi &
Tucchi released their new fall line of Urban Outfitting in Copenhagen during
last month’s fashion week. Bianca wore a Remploy Textile full NBC bodysuit
with respirator and gloves, while Kate Swiss wowed the crowd, showing off
S&T’s latest White Phosphorous line.
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of meth labeled White Phosphorous. [¶] “There’s only so much you can do,”
said Sergeant Newman. “We can destroy this stuff, but there are plenty of other
labs out there and a growing demand from elementary school kids on up.” The
drugs, known as WMDMA, have become common amongst Virtual Reality
Raves, causing the deaths of hundreds of party-goers who were online raving
alone in their homes. [¶] Despite the rising toll of WMDMA-related deaths,
Bausch & Cartz Pharmaceuticals believes the increase in amphetamine-based
drugs reveals a vital need for stronger FDA-approved medications for pre-teens
and young adults.
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